
KITCHEN CONVERSION TIPS
by Martha Staab

The kitchen is the heart of all homes, so why wouldn’t this be the focal point for entertaining family and friends? At one time, kitchens 

were made to be smaller and more compact. Well, the times are changing and open, bright and fluid kitchens are in demand. Here are 

some things you should know if you are looking to convert your kitchen to an open kitchen. 

Style:  Walls in the kitchen are most likely load bearing, and before you start removing walls to open up your space make sure you 

hire a contractor that knows how to demolish them properly. 

There are times where load bearing walls can be removed with precision and without doing any structural damage. Your contrac-

tor should be very skilled in this area; otherwise, you risk damaging the structural integrity of your house. 

Range and Hood: This is probably the most vital piece of your new kitchen. Picking your appliances is probably going to be your 

first step so you can decipher what size cabinets to place in your kitchen. Picking your range and hood should be a decision you 

don't take lightly. Know your cooking goals and what you want to achieve in your new kitchen. 

Research which range can do what you want to accomplish and move forward. 

Cabinets: The color of cabinets sets the tone of your kitchen. White cabinets can light up a space 

and open the opportunity for various color variations in backsplash tiles and décor. White cabinets 

are classic and timeless and will without a doubt stand the test of time. Darker Cabinets can give 

your home a regal and homey feel to your home. Neutral colors work well with darker cabinets 

when it comes to tiles and countertops. Your cabinets should reflect your personal taste. 

Countertops: Make sure you pick a countertop that complement your color choices in your kitchen 

and the purpose of your countertops. Quartz is the most durable and non-porous so it’s easy to 

clean and durable, it’s also on the rise for being used in most kitchen remodels. Granites, 

soapstone and leathered countertops can look beautiful but they can be costly and may need 

annual maintenance. 

Backsplashes: Glass tiles are very popular including glass liners. Sometimes liners can be used to 

accent a mute or natural color backsplash. Subway tiles and colored glass tiles are currently the 

trendy backsplash choice. 

You will get the most out of your investment if you choose to renovate your kitchen.  Whether you 

plan to sell or to stay in your home forever, you have given your home the most entertaining place 

to make all those wonderful memories happen.
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